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“Ro’sul aqli al mudarroh” Peak the genius of someone is when he can supple in 
communicate ( Prophet sayidina Muhammad) 
 
“Lam yuwaritsu dinaron wa la dirhamman, lakin yuwaritsu al ilm” I don’t bequeath into 
you  form of dinar or dirham, but I inherited you a science (prophet sayiduna 
Muhammad) 
 
2 best cases on the world, first is believe in your god and  second is beneficial for servant 
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Yemen ethnic are comer ethnic and live in Indonesia around 15
th
 century. 
Until now, this ethnic are hereditary have a descent and now the populations of 
Yemenis are very high. Many populations of Yemenis make a spread of Yemen 
settlement on some city, one of them is in Pasar Kliwon Surakarta. On a cultural 
issues, Yemenis are very strong to keep their ethnic purity, one of them is prohibit 
intercultural marriage. Power of this etnic on keep their purity lead to big 
resistance when intercultural marriage implemented.  From the fact about  Yemen 
ethnic researcher set the aim of this research, is how communication pattern on  
inter-ethnic marriage of Yemen ethnic with descriptive qualitative method and 
Miles huberman analysis model. Theory that used on this research is cultural 
conditioning by Deddy Mulyana, ethnicity by Marcus Bank, and Intercultural 
marriage value by Frame.  Result of this research show that resistance still exist 
on some family, smallest resistance is rejection to communicate and biggest 
resistance is expulsion from house. 
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